
Lecture 1: Introduction into physics

Basic info:

- Organisation of the term (semester), study

material and evaluation of the subject:

- All lectures are on the website www.kaeg.sk

- Evaluation of the subject – 100% final examination 

(few definitions and solution of exercises),

list of all possible questions is on www.kaeg.sk.

- During exercises every week 1 home work exercise

will be given – this should be evaluated and sent to

roman.pasteka@uniba.sk. It is a basic condition to have

done all these exercises before attending of final examination.

http://www.kaeg.sk/
mailto:roman.pasteka@uniba.sk


Lecture 1: Introduction into physics

Basic literature:

Tipler P.A. and Mosca G., 2014 : 

Physics for scientists and engineers. Freeman

and Co, New York 

Schiller Ch., 2016:  

Motion Mountain, The adventure of physics – vol. I – VI.

(free download under „Physics - free and fun“) 

- lectures from this class (www.kaeg.sk)

- Additional literature + internet sources:

Feynman lectures on physics, Physics - free and fun, wiki, …

For Slovak students we recommend a Slovak text-book for terminology:

Zemanová A., 2014: Anglický jazyk pre študentov FMFI UK, Fyzika, 
UK v Bratislave



www.kaeg.sk



www.kaeg.sk

in the bottom
part of the page



Lecture 1: Introduction into physics

Content:

- introduction into physics

- branches in physics

- basic forces in physics (nature)

- physical quantities and their units

- basic units (SI system)

- formalism: calculus, scalars, vectors, tensors

- problem solving strategy



Introduction into physics

Physics is the natural science that involves the 

study of matter and its motion through space   

and time, along with related concepts such as 

energy and force.

It is one of the most fundamental scientific 

disciplines, the main goal of physics is to understand 

how the universe behaves.

The word physics has been derived from the from 

ancient Greek: φυσική = phusiké , which means the 

knowledge of nature.

Comment: What means Biology? (Bios-life,  logos- the study of). 

So biology is the study of the knowledge about life.



Introduction into physics
Physics – two main branches:

Classical physics:

- is mainly concerned with the laws of motion and 

gravitation, kinetic theory, thermodynamics and 

classical electromagnetism,

- important contributors: I. Newton and J. C. Maxwell,

- energy and matter are considered as separate entities,

- understands time as independent and stable entity,

Modern physics:

- is mainly concerned with the theory of relativity 

and quantum mechanics,

- important pioneers: Albert Einstein, Max Plank, Nils Bohr…

- energy and matter are not considered as separate 

entities; rather they are considered as different forms 

of each other.

- time is a more complicated topic, often part of the time-space,



Introduction into physics

Physics – main topics in this term:

- mechanics,

- acoustics,

- thermodynamics,
-

- electrics,

- magnetism.



Fundamental forces (interactions) in physics:

1. Gravitational:  interaction of mass objects.

2. Electromagnetic: acting of electrically charged objects and 
influence of electric/magnetic fields.

3. Strong nuclear: binds protons and neutrons (nucleons) together 
to form the nucleus of an atom.

4. Week nuclear:  acting of light elementary particles (leptons) 
among each other.

Discussed is also the so called 5th force (kind of gravitational 
force, which could be dependent on the kind of matter).



Fundamental forces (interactions) in physics:

Some theoretical physicists seek to quantize the gravitational field –

theory of quantum gravity (QG).

Other theorists seek to unite the electroweak and strong fields within

a Grand Unified Theory (GUT).

Trials to put everything together - so called Theory of Everything (ToE).



Fundamental forces (interactions) in physics:

Comment:  Q.E.D. - Quantum Electrodynamics, Q.C.D. - Quantum Chromodynamics,

Celestial  

Gravity

terrestrial 

Gravity

Electricity

Magnetism

Weak Force

Strong Force

Q.E.D.

Newton Einstein

Superstrings ?

Standard  

  Model
1970's

1870's
Maxwell

Q.C.D.

From the history: 

1930:  Bohr, after learning of the Dirac equation (for the electron), 

said, "Physics as we know it will be over in six months“.



Physical quantities and units:

Physical quantities must always have units (dimensions).

We know basic and derived units.

Units often carry the name of some important physicist.

Units will be often given in brackets [ ] in this lecture.



Physical quantities and units:
Physical quantities must always have dimensions (units).

Units will be often given in brackets [ ] in this lecture.

We can only compare quantities with the same dimensions

v = s/t 

unit = length/time =  [m/s]  or  [km/h]

Or:

v =     v(0)    +       a  t

unit = length/time + length/time2  time

Comparing quantities with different dimensions is nonsense

v = a  t2

unit = length/time2  time2 = length…???

Meaning of symbols in this example:

v – velocity, s – length, t – time, a – acceleration.



Physical quantities and units:

next example (free fall equation):

length
length/timetime = length

length/time2time2 = length

2
2 1

1

2
− = +h h vt at



International System of Units (SI) in physics:

7 basic units

There are several units systems, the most 

important is the SI system:



International System of Units (SI) in physics:

basic units



International System of Units (SI) in physics:

basic units



derived units



repetition – prefixes of units:



International System of Units (SI) in physics:

New definitions – from 20 May 2019 !

Problems with the international kg prototype,

• made in 1889, saved in BIPM close to Paris,

• alloy of Platinum (90%) and Iridium (10%)

• 40 copies all around the world

• checked in 1946 and 1989

• it has lost its mass (in 1989 approx. -100 μg!)

• unknown reasons (lost of hydrogen atoms?,

wearing away atoms during manipulation?,

sticking molecules of air on the copies?...)

• definition of kg is influencing also other units..

There was an urgent need to accept new definitions!



...electromagnetic constants,  atomic and nuclear
constants, physico-chemical constants,  adopted values
(elementary charge, Boltzman const., Avogadro const.,...)

constants:

New definitions of SI units are founded 
on basic physical constants!



International System of Units (SI) in physics:

World map showing metrication, colour-coded by year of conversion: from ca 

1800 (green) to 1980 (red).

Black indicates the nations that have not yet adopted the SI-system: Burma, 

Liberia, and the United States. Canada and the United Kingdom both have 

fairly common use of previously used units.



mathematical apparatus in physics

Calculus – derivatives and integrals express in a much 
better way the infinitesimal properties of various 
parameters.

don’t be scared !

 1-sm  == s
dt

ds
v

   mNJ  == 
S

sdFA


e.g.: velocity – when it is constant, then v = s/t

but when it is not a constant value…(?)

e.g.: work – when the force is constant, then A = F⸱s,
when not:



mathematical apparatus in physics

scalars (they do have only size/magnitude 
(time, temperature,...)

vectors (they have size and direction)
(strength, velocity, ...)

tensors (generalisation of a vector –
they have several dimensions)
(press, susceptibility... )

t

F


T

or F



mathematical apparatus in physics

Multiplication of vectors
scalar product (result is scalar):

vector product (result is vector):



mathematical apparatus in physics
Differential operators - gradient:

Gradient – show  the direction and size of the greatest change 

of a scalar field in each point of its domain,

input of the operation: scalar field

output of the operation: vector field
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where are elementary vectors 

(pointing in the direction of each 

coordinate axis – see 2. lecture, 26.slide)
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mathematical apparatus in physics
integral operators (flux):

Flux describes any effect that appears to pass or travel

(whether it actually moves or not) through a surface. 

Comment: Similar operation is so called circulation

(1D integration is used).

Important is the scalar product in the integral.



So why do we need physics in biology and chemistry?

- to learn a kind of analytical thinking, which 

is used in natural sciences

- to get answers about the principles of many

fundamental processes and reactions:

How a biological membrane works?

How the heart pumps blood?

How muscles contract?

How plants use light for grow in photosynthesis?

How genes are switched on and off?

How brain processes and stores information?

How does the atomic structure influence chemical reactions?



… and in 

medicine



Physical quantities span an immense range

Length size of nucleus ~ 10-15 m

size of universe ~ 1030 m

Time nuclear vibration ~ 10-20 s

age of universe   ~ 1018 s

Mass electron ~ 10-30 kg

universe ~ 1028 kg

interesting video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhofN1xX6u0





Solving Problems
(in physics)



Problem Solving Strategy

• Each profession has its own specialized knowledge 
and patterns of thought. 

• The knowledge and thought processes that you use 
in each of the steps will depend on the discipline in 
which you operate. 

• Taking into account the specific nature of physics, 
we choose to label and interpret the five steps
of the general problem solving strategy as follows: 



Problem Solving Strategy
A. Everyday language:
1) Make a sketch. 
2) What do you want to find out? 
3) What are the physics ideas? 

B. Physics description:
1) Make a physics diagram (figure). 
2) Define your variables. 
3) Write down general equations. 

D. Calculate solution:
1) Plug in numerical values. 

E. Evaluate the answer:
1) Is it properly stated? 
2) Is it reasonable? 
3) Answered the question asked?

C. Combine equations:
1) Select an equation with the target variable. 
2) Which of the variables are not known? 
3) Substitute in a different equation. 
4) Continue for all of the unknown variables . 
5) Solve for the target variable. 
6) Check units. 


